We are deeply grateful to the following individuals who have created a legacy to fuel human development by designating Local Hope-Xela Aid as a beneficiary in their will or trust.

Kathy Burt
Mel Dinkel and Leslie Dinkel
Alan McCobb
Suzan Rikalo
June Russel-Glenmon
Marilyn Wenzel

Andrew Copper Circle | $2,500-$4,999
Robert Lovelace and Alicia Minana
Rotary Club of Huntington Beach

Bonnie Dinkel
Elizabeth Crummer-Cowell
Bunny Greer
Susie Plough
Jing Zhao
Karen Toshino

Aghdas Parnoshki
Georgia Fea
Michael Maddux
Sheila Churchill
Ann and Fred Farnan
Lance and Tina Robinson
University Presbyterian Church
Diana Barta
Ann McDermott and William Matthew
Kathy and David Nicolson

Supporting Member | $1,000-$2,499
Daniel Verdugo
Martha Sattian
Helen Avellan
Joel and Jen Heger
Lyndsay Wilson
James and Joanne Aspersay
Kolleen Greenwood
Rotary Club of San Clemente
Kevin and Lorraine Padilla
Colleen Doodles
Allan McCobbs
Doris Hand
Ronald Ricard
Javier Ulloa
Ray and Maxine Jenner
Sheryl Lott
Susan McCaw

Bailey Jenkins

Sara Graham
Linda and Robert Williams
David and Margaret Wahl
Patricia Gilman and Paul Minnis
Anne Carey and Jack Kaplan
Carlos and Claudia de la Rosa
Christine Fisloyn and Stephen Mazrik
Gene Orellana
Steve Kent and Nancy Rikal

Rotary Club of Santa Ana
Alan and Joanna Douglas
Barb Louren
Birza and Edward Britton
City of Riverside
Donald Hulman
Richard Walker
Jackie and Peter McDougall
Jane and Gordon Douglas
John and Sue Prange
Maria Larizza
Michael Curd
Richard Dearen and Terry Sullivan-Deiner
Susan and Jerry Tranah

Friend | $100-$999
Anne Johnson
Tom Romeo
Jennifer and John Cote
Catherine Dodds
Dick and Judith Tischlue
Jen Taylor and Crandall Leialoha
Jeffrey Yokles
Lighthouse Foursquare Church
Linda Chestiferd

Mandy Bennett
Northwestern Spanish Club
Jenne and Fred Barth
Michael Hertz
Elena de la Cruz
Ruthie and Al Rudis
Gayle Breene
Katherine Sanchez and David Booker
Mary King
Melanie and Isabel Barcas
Rachel Branders and Haasea Koers
Rick and Wendy Harp
Rickie Daniels
Barbara Smythe
Charles Davis
Frank Cronin and Susan Gardner
Lynn Cransto
Alexa and Gabriela Carroll
Inset and Howard Bowen
Robin Douthatt
Sherrif Pipp
William Searbury
Bonnie and John Switack
Allen and Patricia Klingenshois
Caroll Brackman
Carolyn and Carolyn Knobler
Claire Shuhadeh
Desire Williams
Don and Shannon Gordon
Janet Welsh
Jaye Brechwald and Gary Elkins
Judith and Patric Lewis
Katherine Caroll
Lori Grace
Lorinda Sealey
Lorri Todd
Margaret Carroll
Mango Reaz
Patricia Ho
Tracey Clark
Lorrie Lincoln-Babb
Sita and Robert Gorksi
Victoria and Michael Lindstrom
Frank Hein
Susana Guarrino
Sherry Plyplane
Kathleen and Jeff Pryor
Dan Lisa Petersen
Patricia Bunton

Amanda Prieta
Ann and Max Baldwin
Dianna Polsi
Gayle Breene
Grace Miller
Hayym Sanchez
John Vernelson and Ruth Helfren
Joy Pratte
Kate Hart
Kate Moss
Kristin Linehan
Linda Sals
Lynne Burt
Robert and Mai Breech
Roberta Wrubel
Ren and Xiomara Truppa
Rose Weston
Rosiemend
Stacy Clark
Sue Vierling

Taylor Fraser
Toby Guarbert
Vactoria Tucker
Larry Pellegrini and Juan Deamras
Vicente and Sylviana Gonzales
Donna Helton
Don and Carolyn Maddux
Kathy and Dave Thompson
Boony Tong
Steven Barkley
Jonathan Bunis
Cinde MacGuan-Cassidy
Donna Gottlieb
Darlene Jaurel
Ingrid Goldblom
James Abel
June McEluff
Kathleen Treseler
Margaret Carlborg
Mark and Martha Burcaw
Martha Lasata
Carol and George Taunten
Anna Cox
Carmen and Barbara Guillo
du and Ellen Long
Dick and joke Johnson
Glenn and Darlen Stewart
Roy Durnal
Shirinian Vartar
Suzanne and Patrick McClaskey
Thomas Sell
Sheila Runkis
Heatlhe and Charles Lambert
Don Dinkel
Maria Lopez
Laurie Orlando
Helen McDermott
Desiree Sprau
Judys Walters
Oiga Hegner
Flora Johnson
James Gardecki
Vicki Johnson
Adele Vuong
Allison Deef
Ann Michelle Hart
Charles Feubenbacher
Chris Fisher
Eddy Gans
Elizabeth Moore
Frederick Marshall
Elizabeth Hakem
Geeta Khanna-Gowara
Gerry Tywonyuk
Hal and Sandra Fredericksen
James Leavit and Jean Berkley Leavit
Jean Kerry
Jeffrey and Jane Hankoff
Joel and Luainite Thorsen
Judith and Willis Longeyer
Karen Karhart
Mariana Lotterson
Mary Jean and Edmund James
Nicole Hohenstein
Patrick Michell
Richard Hague
Rita Ann and Rocher
Robert Smith
Ruth Barringer
Scott Dennis

Although due to space considerations we can’t list everyone, we are also grateful to our many additional Fan-level donors who generously gave up to $99. All contributions help and are appreciated.
EMPOWERING SELF-RELIANCE
LIVE. LEARN. THRIVE!

Lasting Change Powered by You
We Thank and Honor Our Legacy Society and 2018 Donors

LEGACY SOCIETY
We are deeply grateful to the following individuals who have created a legacy to fuel human development by designating Xela AID as a beneficiary in their will or trust.

Kathy Burt
Mel Dinkel and Leslie Dinkel
Alan McCobb
Susan Rikalo
June Russel-Glenndon
Marilyn Wenzel

ROYAL QUETZAL | $50,000-$99,999
The Rotary Foundation

GOLDEN CIRCLE | $25,000-$49,999
SG Foundation
Rotary District 5320
Sara Graham
Mel and Leslie Dinkel

SILVER CIRCLE | $10,000-$24,999
Hale Trotter
Susan Rikalo
Kathy Burt
Cheryl Carter and Larry Carter
Sherry Robin
Edward and Sean O’Connell
June Russel-Glenndon
Rotary Club of Avalon
Rotary Club of Signal Hill

BRONZE CIRCLE | $5,000-$9,999
Leon Kaplan
Kevin Sanders and Stefan Leon
Anne Wickham Smith and John Goodhue
AMB Foundation

Dr. Franklin Long
Clifford Hague
Orin and Evelyn Abrams
Rotary Club of Los Alamitos/Seal Beach
Cinde MacGuckin-Cassidy
Dr. Steve Kent and Dr. Nancy Rikalo
Ray and Maxine Jenner
Dr. James Bruce and Deborah Bruce
Robert and Mai Breech
Kevin and Lorraine Padilla
Ann McDermott and William Matthews
Barbara and Ross Coleman
Marilyn Wenzel
Clifford Hague
Rotary Club of Huntington Beach
Barry Smith
Rotary Club of Los Alamitos/Seal Beach

COPPER CIRCLE | $2,500-$4,999
Network for Good
Frank Cronin and Susan Gardner
Norman and Rhoda Singer
Margaret Struzzi
Phillip Gardiol
Bunny Oliver
David and Margaret Wald
Kevin and Wanda Macpherson
Dana and Emily Nageant
Katy Moss
Lynn Cranton
Vickie Pearce
Mary King
Bonnie Dinkel
Suzanne and Patrick Dale McCluskey
Jacob Levy and Marc Angelo
Joy Pirot
Rosemary Linden
Jenny Brodie
Patricia Bland
Katherine Sanchez and David Booker
Sta and Jana Gorits
Olga Hegner
Erika Larsen
Karen Yoshino
Seryl Lott
Joel and Jen Heger
Andrew and Perla Dorantes
Melanie and Isabel Barber
Lori Putnam Studio
Carlos de la Rosa and Claudia Nocke

SUPPORTING MEMBER | $1,000-$2,499
Helen Dinkel
John Douglass and Jill Onken
Donna Heistle
Lighthouse Foursquare Church
Ramona Richardson
Robert and Mary Logan
Lori Kaplan
Vitamin Angels
Dolores Tukich
Marsha and Terry Parkhill
Pearl and Tony Graves
Gary Crummer
Rose Weston
Doris Hand
Jackie McDougall
Peter McDougall
Susan McCue
Brent Crandon
Gerry Tynionow
Margaret and Molly Corbin
Martha Satijian
Bonnie and John Stewert
Sophia Brannen
Linda Williams
Jane Taylor and Crandall Leialoha
Eric Ruvalcaba
Claremont United Church of Christ
Colleen Dodds
John and Sue Pangie
Liz Jardine
Michael Card
Richard Deaneer and Tera Sullivan-Deaneer
Ronald Ungerer
Patricia Gillman and Paul Minnis

FRIEND | $100-$999
Dove and Danielle Benar
Javier Ullas
Lynne Heiferson
James and Joanne Auspree
Don and Shannon Gordon
John Vernelson and Ruth Heffron
Jeffrey Yolles
Heather and Charles Lambert
Christine Finlayson and Stephen Mrazik
Judith and Willis Longyear
Ron and Xiomara Truppa
Alena and Gabriela Carrell
Kolleen Greenwald
Charles Davies
Janet and Howard Bowers
Lauren Kent
Steven McMurray
Allen and Patricia Klingemonger
Catherine Dodds and Lee Marshall
Donald Hubman
Flora Johnson
Jane Douglass
Katharine Hunt
Katie Hart
Lori Martin
Renee Sanchez
Richard and Marjorie Baker
Roberta Smith
Shelby Churchill
Tracey Clark
Amy Marks
Justin Klenbeck
Linda Salo
Barbara Smythe
Arleal Corel
Kathleen and Jeff Pryor
Anne and Joseph Baldwin
Diana Palas
Elena de la Cruz
Grace Miller
Jahnava Baldassarre
Kristin and John Lishman
Linda Chestefield
Lorrie Lincoln
Miranda Barchers and Ezekiel Peterson
Rachel Brucker and Jeffrey Haessler
Rupa De Silva
Stacy Clark
Sue Vierng
Toby Gugler
Victoria Tucker
Amanda Pereira
Rebecca Kaplan-Rahimzadeh
Sulahib Abyankaran
William Scarberry
West Flanagan
Ruthie and Al Rudis
Anna Cox
Kim Bidder
Steven Barclay
Charles and Carolyn Knobler
CSU Dominguez Hills
Dick and Judith Thielacher
James Abel
Jane Friedman
Jayne Brechwald and Gary Elkins
Jennifer Langham and Albert Mason
Judith and Patrick Little
Margaret Carberg
Mark and Martha Burca
Peter Reeve-Newson
Sherry Hoo
Bonnie Young
Larry Pellegrini and Juan Deaars
Carmen and Barbara Gulla
David and Ellen Long
Diana and Scott Anderson
Dona Gottlieb
Pamela Grattan
Sheryl Fontaine
Daniel Verdugo
Patrick Bunton

Terry O’Malley
Jennifer and John Cote
Michael Maddux
Haymim Sanchez
Northwood High School
Thomas and Jane Anderle
Ann Michelle Hart
Richard Hague
Shane and Susan Sabicer
CC Beau Staff
Judy Walters
Marie and Francisco Pez
Denise Sproul
Vicki Johnson
Susan Gordon and Ted Schaiter
Cutting Edge Dental Arts
Miguel and Mirna Ruvalcaba
Adalee Vusing
Allison Deer
Charles Fahrenbacher
Christel Behlke Wittersteen
Eddy Gans
Frederick Marshall
Glenn and Darleen Stewart
Jeffrey and Jane Hankoff
Kathleen Smith
Kathy and Dave Thompson
Kelly Nelson
Louis and Janelle Mire
Mark and Christine Weld
Pala and Salasi Kapukapu
Patrick Michell
Scott Dennis
Thomas and Deborah Meagher
Lasting Change Powered by You
We Thank and Honor Our 2017 Donors

**BENEFACtor – $100,000+**
Direct Relief International

**ROYAL Quetzal | $50,000-$99,000**
SG Foundation

**GOLDEN CIRCLE | $25,000-$49,999**
Mel and Leslie Dinkel

**BRONZE CIRCLE | $5,000-$9,999**
Dave and Pamela Wesley

**SILVER CIRCLE | $10,000-$24,999**
June Russell-Glennon

**BRONZE CIRCLE | $5,000-$9,999**
Sue B. Schultz Foundation

**COPPER CIRCLE | $2,500-$4,999**
Dana Nagengast

**FRIEND | $100-$999**
Xela AID also thanks all of its Fans, who donated up to $99 during 2017.

---

**Steve Kent and Nancy Rikalok**
Jill and Gregg Yettuer

**Amy Marks and Tim Marks**
Bonnie Dinkel

**Clifford Hague**
Marguerite Huster

**Dolores Tucker**
Zach Possinack

**June Russel-Glennon**
Margaret Struzzi

**Cheryl Carter**
Diana Scott Anderson

**Andrew Kolles**
Lance and Tina Robinson

**Patrick Gilman and Paul Minnis**
Scott Kozak

**Kathleen Battersby**
Donna Heine

**Katherine Hunt**
Elana de la Cruz

**Kathleen and Jeff Pryor**
David and Angela Storvick

**Mandy and Richard Bennett**
Martha Saatjian

**Elena de la Cruz**
Sally McManus

**Cynthia and James Potter**
Harry Trott

**Bradford Family Portrait**
Maxine Piece

**Vickie Pearce**
Cynthia Townsend

**Robert and Mary Logan**
Mary Longe

**James and Joanne Austry**
John Sawitch

**Sandy and David Shibuya**
Molly Sawin

**Art Ambassador for a Colorful World**

**Direct Relief International**

**Light a Single Candle Foundation**

**COPPER CIRCLE | $2,500-$4,999**

**Cindy McGugan-Cassidy**

**Sherry Robin**

**Cheryl Carter**

**Jackie McDougall**

**Brendan Kent**

**Milan and Helen Dinkel**

---

Xela AID also thanks all of its Fans, who donated up to $99 during 2017.
Lasting Change Powered by You
We Thank and Honor Our 2016 Donors

ROYAL QUETZAL * – $10,000+
Mel and Leslie Dinkel BOD, A, HH, AT
Kathy Burt BOD, A
Susan Rikal BOD, A
SG Foundation
Sherry Robin BOD, A
The International Foundation AT
Steve Kent and Nancy Rikal BOD, A
Marilyn Wenzel HH, AT
Leon Kaplan BOD, A
Arthur B. Schultz Foundation VOSH, Brent Crandon A

GOLDEN CIRCLE * – $5,000-$9,999
Cheryl and Larry Carter A
June Russel-Glennon A
Andrew and Perla Dorantes BOD, A
AMB Foundation
Oscar and April de Leon
Pearl and Tony Glaves AT
Ann McDermott and William Matthews A
Patrick and Lori Bunton AB, A
International Christian Scholarship Fund A
Margaret Struzzi A
Clifford Hague AB

SILVER CIRCLE * $2,500-$4,999
Edward O’Connell A
Janet E. Taylor and Crandall Leialoha A
Bailey Smith BOD
Franklin Long BOD, A, AT
Donna Gottlieb A
John Douglass and Jill Onken BOD, A
Lori Kaplan A
Javier Ulloa A
Lance and Tina Robinson
Milton and Helen Dinkel HH
Joel Heger A

COPPER CIRCLE $500-$999
James and Joanne Ausprey A
Gayle Brunelle A
Lynne Burt A
Sheryl Fontaine A
Jennifer and John Cote A
Carlos de la Rosa and Claudia Nocks A
Lions Club of Avalon A
Matthew Stone A
Rita Ann Whitaker A
Karen Yoshino AB, A
John Vernelson and Ruth Heffron A
Linda Williams A, AT
Erika Storvick
Kathleen Battersby
Ellen Coldwell HH
Anna Cox
Gordon and Jane Douglass AT
Steve and Judy Escoto A
Phil Fischer HH
Joy Herman
Marion Holmquist
De Nell Lester
LinkedIn
Catherine Longacre
Susan Ritter
Pete and Susan West

ROCK CIRCLE $1,000-$2,499
Colleen Dodds
Ronald Rozvicki
Kevin and Wanda MacPherson A
Trudy Saldana
Lighthouse Foursquare Church A
Ramona Richardson A, AT
Julia and Leeann Tims
Tamarrah Nguyen
Breuna Becerra
Emince Castro

Sufia Jafery
Delaney and Kristin McNamara
Emilio Molina
Edna Ramos and Nancy Ganzon
Jackie and Peter McDougall AB, A
Denise Dodds
Martha Lester
Anna Nelson
Bonnie and John Switack AT
Katherine Sanchez and David Booker A
Lindsey Mattingly A
Dan and Lissa Petersen AT
Patricia Gilman and Paul Minnis A
Susan McCaw
Robert and Mary Logan AT
John and Sue Prange
Norman and Rhoda Singer

MEMBER $250-$499
Stacy Clark AT
Doris and Charles Hand AT
Jahnavi Baldassarre A, AT
Claremont United Church of Christ
David and Margaret Wahl A, AT
Jenee and Evie Barth A
Dove and Danielle Benari A
Mandy and Richard Bennett
Betsey Binet HH
Mary Brannen A
Jim and Sally Cappon A
Linda Chesterfield A
Shelby Churchill A
Arlene Corral A
Stephanie Crandon A
Frank Cronin and Susan Gardner A
Kira Fay A
Toby Guebert A
Jeffrey Haessler and Rachel Brucker A
Richard Hague A
Flora Johnson A
Lauren Kent A
Kristin and John Linehan A
Amy Logan BOD, A
Mary Lobell A
Cinde MacGuan-Cassidy
Northwood Spanish Club
Dianna Palos A
Marisa Perez Grimes A
Kathy Pezdek A
Martha Saatjian A
Linda Salo A
Huyiym Sanchez A
Dick and Judith Thielscher A
Amanda Pereira A
Barbara Smythe
Roy Durnal
Michael Bordesky AT
Janet and Howard Bowers HH, AT
Mary Jean and Edmund James HH
Glenn and Darleen Stewart HH
M. Joyce Waters HH
James Abel HH
Jayne Brechwald and Gary Elkins HH
Margaret Carlberg HH
Bonnie Dinkel
Mariana Lottesstaan AT
Katherine Rubel AT
William Scarberry
Rachel and Eric Trautwein AT
Gerry Tywoniuk
Bettie Jane West
Edmund S. Wilkinson, Jr. HH

FRIEND $100-$249
Eleanor Hertz A AT
Dennis Baker AT
Christopher Flynn AT
Carmen and Barbara Gallo
Jean Kerry HH
Joanne and Theodore Lilley
Judith and Patrick Little
Dessie Reed
Amy Phillips
Charles Davis AT
Steven McMurty AT
Irish Saligman HH
Ruthie and Al Rudis
Christel Bejenke AT
William Cole HH
Allison Deerr
Kim Drohny
Charles Fahrenheit HH
Crystal Goddard AT
Donald Gordon
Jeffrey and Jane Hankoff AT
Isa Harmon
Robert and Jane Huhn AT
Darol Joseph AT
Mark and Jana Keenan AT
Charles and Carolyn Knobler HH
Scott Kozak AT
David and Ellen Long HH
Judith and Willis Longyear
Frederick Marshall
Matrix Planning Inc.
Patricia and Burton Maxwell
Lowell Mc漇xin AT
Louis and Janelle Mire
Willes Sonnenfeld
Duane Stafford HH
Mary Stein and
Randy Brannock
Kathy and Dave Thompson AT
Sara Townsend
Patrick Turner and
Rachel Goldstein
Adele Vuong

Xela AID also thanks all of its Fans, who donated up to $99 during 2016.

Leadership Circle Members
BOD Member of the Xela AID Board of Directors
AB Member of the Director’s Advisory Board
A Xela AID “Angel” who currently sponsors a young person to go to school
HH “Headstart Hero” Member who is sponsoring vital preschool education
AT “A Team” Member who is sponsoring critical health care
Lasting Change Powered by You

We Thank and Honor Our 2015 Donors

GOLDEN QUETZAL – $10,000+*
- Direct Relief International
- Susan Rikalo
- Downtown United Soccer of New York City
- Kathy Burt
- California State University, Fullerton
- The SG Foundation
- Larry & Cheryl Carter
- The International Foundation
- Mel & Leslie Dinkel
- The Honorable Leon Kaplan
- William Jewell College

GOLDEN CIRCLE – $5,000-$9,999*
- June Russell-Glennon
- The Arthur B. Schultz Foundation
- Sherry Robin
- Carol Prescott
- Dr. Franklin Long
- Andrew & Perla Dorantes
- Bonnie Dinkel
- The International Christian Scholarship Foundation
- The Atkinson Foundation
- Clifford Hague
- Roberta Smith
- Michael Weber

SILVER CIRCLE – $2,500-$4,999*
- Edward O’Connell
- Dr. Steven Kent
- Dr. Nancy Rikalo
- Margaret Struzzi
- Dr. Lance & Tina Robinson
- Margaret & David Wahl
- Ruth Heffron & John Heffron
- Vernelson
- Milton & Helen Dinkel

BRONZE CIRCLE – $1,000-$2,499*
- Frank Cronin
- Dr. Susan Gardner
- Susan McCaw

PEARL & TONY GAVES
- Marisa Perez Grimes
- John Douglass & Jill Onken
- Katherine Booker & David Sanchez
- Bailey Smith
- Janet Taylor & Crandall Leialoha
- Tara Love
- Mark & Martha Burcaw
- Marilyn Wenzel
- Dr. Joel Heger
- Kevin & Wanda MacPherson
- Kolleen Greenwald
- Bonnie Boone
- Blane & Cathy Baker
- Daniela Marin
- Mary Margaret Sherer
- John Vogler
- Patrick & Lori Bunton
- Sam & Betty Rikalos
- Markus Buri
- Jeffrey & Allison Schmitendorf
- Kathy & David Nicolson
- Bettie West
- Mark Casas
- Margaret Carlberg
- Sheryl Fontaine
- VLT Gardner
- Donald Logan
- Robert & Mary Logan
- John & Sue Prange
- Ronald Rozyczki
- The Lions Club of Avalon

COPPER CIRCLE – $500-$999
- Joanne & James Ausprey
- Julia Loecker
- Geraldine Baldassarre
- Peter & Jackie McDougall
- Michael Maddux
- Arlene Corral
- Shannon Goldman
- Amanda Wetrick
- Colleen Dodds
- Yessica Curiel
- Aisha Hoffman
- Alana Jolley
- Karen Yoshino
- Alena Carroll

Xela AID additionally thanks all of its Fan-level supporters, who donated up to $99 during 2015.

* Leadership Level Members
A Xela AID Angels, who currently sponsor children kindergarten through college to go to school